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Abstract
Human evaluation has been widely accepted as the standard for evaluating chat-oriented dialogue systems. However,
there is a significant variation in previous work regarding who gets recruited as evaluators. Evaluator groups such as
domain experts, university students, and crowdworkers have been used to assess and compare dialogue systems,
although it is unclear to what extent the choice of an evaluator group can affect results. This paper analyzes the
evaluator group impact on dialogue system evaluation by testing 4 state-of-the-art dialogue systems using 4 distinct
evaluator groups. Our analysis reveals a robustness towards evaluator groups for Likert evaluations that is not seen
for Pairwise, with only minor differences observed when changing evaluator groups. Furthermore, two notable
limitations to this robustness are observed, which reveal discrepancies between evaluators with different levels of
chatbot expertise and indicate that evaluator objectivity is beneficial for certain dialogue metrics.
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1. Introduction

It is common for chat-oriented dialogue modeling
to rely on human evaluation for comparing the per-
formance of different dialogue systems, as auto-
mated metrics have been shown to be insufficient
(Liu et al., 2016; Deriu et al., 2022). There is not a
standard pool of human evaluators used across all
works, though, as works tend to recruit their evalu-
ators from many sources, with the most common
being students (Zhou et al., 2021; Gu et al., 2022),
crowd workers (Liu et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2021),
annotation companies (Song et al., 2021; Cao et al.,
2022), and experts (Varshney et al., 2022).

The impact of varying evaluator characteristics
has been thoroughly studied for other applications,
with many indicating that evaluator characteristics
have a substantial impact on the provided judg-
ments (Dundes and Rajapaksa, 2001; Vella and
Mills, 2017), although not for every application
(Young et al., 2009). The current degree to which
dialogue evaluation metrics are consistent across
people of varying backgrounds is unclear due to lim-
ited work exploring this effect, which is concerning
from the perspective of comparing results across
works using different evaluator groups.

Our motivating hypothesis is that dialogue evalua-
tion is vulnerable to changing the background char-
acteristics and the point-of-view of the evaluators
themselves, leading to inconsistent judgements on
how different dialogue systems compare to one
another. This is an important question because if
it is true that it is possible to substantially change
the evaluation outcomes of dialogue systems by
simply changing who is doing the evaluation, then

the choice of evaluator group becomes a critical de-
cision that needs to be carefully considered moving
forward.

Towards this goal, this paper investigates the im-
pact of different evaluator groups on multi-turn hu-
man evaluation of chat-oriented dialogues. The two
most popular evaluation methods for chat-oriented
dialogue are used: Likert ratings and Pairwise se-
lections (Finch and Choi, 2020). For our experi-
ments, 4 groups of evaluators are invited to provide
evaluations on the same dialogue dataset: chatbot
developers, professional crowdworkers, university
students with interactive point-of-view (POV), and
university students with external POV. Their eval-
uations are then compared via dialogue-level and
bot-level measures.

Our work illustrates that certain evaluation meth-
ods are impacted by the choice of evaluator group,
although the degree of impact varies. In particular,
we contribute 3 main findings that can guide future
dialogue evaluations:

1. Likert ratings are more stable than Pairwise
selections across evaluator groups

2. Chatbot developers produce dissimilar evalua-
tions to less-experienced groups

3. Objective dialogue metrics achieve better con-
sistency among external evaluators

Our data, raw evaluation results, and analy-
sis scripts can be accessed through our open-
source project: https://github.com/sfillwo/
DialogueEval-AnnotatorImpact.

https://github.com/sfillwo/DialogueEval-AnnotatorImpact
https://github.com/sfillwo/DialogueEval-AnnotatorImpact
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2. Related Work

There have been a handful of works that compare
the evaluation agreement between different eval-
uator groups. Ram et al. (2018) observed a high
(r = 0.93) correlation between the 15 bot rankings
of average Likert quality from Alexa Prize users and
the average Likert engagingness and coherence
from Amazon employees. Venkatesh et al. (2018)
claimed that they observed low agreement between
their internal Amazon employee raters and Alexa
Prize users for Alexa Prize chatbot conversations
without providing their numerical results. Kulikov
et al. (2019) examined the differences in the aver-
age ratings provided by individual annotators for
a greedy-search dialogue model and found that
these averages can be dramatically different.

A few works have focused specifically on the
difference between expert evaluators and non-
experts. Finch and Choi (2020) demonstrate that
experts and non-experts do not agree on Likert
quality ratings. Similarly, Higashinaka et al. (2021)
find that experts are more consistent on utterance
error labeling than non-experts, although they do
not compare the agreement between experts and
non-experts.

3. Data

For this work, we use ABC-Eval from Finch et al.
(2023), a dialogue dataset containing 400 30-turn
human-bot dialogues from 4 chatbots: Blender2
(Weston and Shuster, 2021), Emora (Finch et al.,
2020), Blender-Decode (Nie et al., 2021), and
BART-FiD-RAG (Shuster et al., 2021). ABC-Eval
provides evaluations using two of the most com-
mon dialogue evaluation procedures as identified
in Finch and Choi (2020):

• Likert rating: human annotators provide a
rating from 1 to 5 for how well the chatbot’s
responses fits a metric definition.

• Pairwise selection: human annotators are
shown 2 dialogues and select the dialogue for
which the chatbot’s responses better fit the
metric definition.

The 8 included metrics are shown in Table 1.
ABC-Eval provides such evaluations from two

groups: Stui and Surx, covering two common eval-
uation groups of interactive students and crowd-
workers, respectively, for dialogue evaluation. To
cover additional common groups, we also col-
lect evaluations from chatbot development experts
(Devx) and external students (Stux). All groups are
composed of native English speakers.

By design, the important conditions for dialogue
evaluation are standardized between the evaluator
groups in our experiments; namely, all evaluator

Gra
Responses are free of grammatical and se-
mantic errors

Rel
Responses are on-topic with the immediate
dialogue history

Inf
Responses produce unique and non-generic
information that is specific to the dialogue
context

Emo

Responses indicate an understanding of the
user’s current emotional state and provide
an appropriate emotional reaction based on
the current dialogue context

Eng
Responses are engaging to user and fulfill
the conversational goals implied by the user

Con
Responses do not produce information that
contradicts other information in the dialogue

Pro
Responses actively and appropriately move
the conversation along different topics

Qua
The overall quality of and satisfaction with
the dialogue

Table 1: The 8 dialogue evaluation metrics and their
definitions; adapted from Finch and Choi (2020).

groups are given the same instructions, annota-
tion format, time-to-complete restrictions, and di-
alogue dataset to evaluate. The differences be-
tween the evaluator groups that are described
in the remainder of this section are intentional,
aiming to represent different ways that dialogue
evaluation is performed. These differences in-
clude the background of the group (crowdwork-
ers/students/developers) and the point-of-view of
the group (external/interactive), which are realized
through different recruitment methods and whether
the evaluators in a group are both conversing and
rating the subsequent conversation or viewing an
existing dialogue and rating it. By constructing
the evaluator groups in this way, we are able to
compare whether there is a significant impact on
the evaluation results between groups that vary on
these different characteristics under study.

3.1. Evaluator Groups
All evaluator groups use the same underlying anno-
tation platform to perform their annotations, which
is a web-based platform based on ParlAI (https:
//parl.ai/), thus they are shown the same in-
structions and interface for annotation. Stui, Stux,
and Devx are given URL links through email to
access the web platform. Surx are given URL
links to access the web platform through job posts
that we uploaded to the Surge crowdsourcing plat-
form (https://www.surgehq.ai). In the end,
all evaluators are redirected to the same annota-
tion platform to perform their evaluation tasks; it is
just how they are given the URL links to the plat-
form that differs. Next, the details of each evaluator
group are discussed.

https://parl.ai/
https://parl.ai/
https://www.surgehq.ai
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Interactive Students (Stui) Undergraduate stu-
dents are recruited through email advertisements.
The hired students receive links to the online evalu-
ation platform to complete their assigned sessions.
For each session, they are paired with random dia-
logue systems and converse back-and-forth for 30
turns. At the conclusion of each conversation, they
perform the Likert evaluation tasks on the 8 metrics
on the conversation that they just had. At the con-
clusion of every two conversations, they perform
the Pairwise evaluation tasks on the 8 metrics.

Contrary to interactive evaluators (Stui), external
evaluators (Surx, Devx, and Stux) are provided
with a static dialogue and asked to perform the
evaluation task on it. This static dialogue is taken
from the dialogues collected using the interactive
evaluators. The important distinction is that exter-
nal evaluators are not involved in the dialogues
which they are evaluating, unlike interactive eval-
uators. External evaluation of dialogue systems
has historically been more common, but interactive
evaluation is growing in popularity recently. We
choose to represent this dichotomy in our evaluator
groups to explore whether they produce differences
in dialogue evaluation, since they are used inter-
changeably in the field these days.

SurgeHQ Crowdworkers (Surx) The annotation
company SurgeHQ provides a pool of historically
high-performing crowdworkers (hereafter, referred
to as Surgers) for the ABC-Eval project. URL links
to the evaluation tasks are posted as jobs on the
SurgeHQ crowdworking platform. A single Likert
task consists of providing Likert ratings on 8 metrics
for one dialogue. A single Pairwise task consists
of providing pairwise selections between two dia-
logues on the 8 metrics.

Chatbot Developers (Devx) A group of chatbot
developers involved in the development of a univer-
sity chatbot are recruited from an ongoing project.
None of the chatbot developers were involved in
the development of any of the 4 chatbots being
evaluated in this work. URL links are sent via email
and their tasks follow the same format as Surx.

External Students (Stux) A group of undergrad-
uates are recruited from the same university as
Stui. URL links are sent via email and their tasks
follow the same format as Devx and Surx.

Table 2 provides statistics on the evaluations from
each group. A subset of the dialogues are doubly
annotated per group (except for Stui due to its in-
teractive setup), meaning that 2 human annotators
provided evaluations for those dialogues. It should
be noted that the number of evaluators in Stux

and Devx is much smaller than that of Stui and
Surx. Our multiple attempts to recruit participants
for Stux were met with little interest from the stu-
dent population, whereas the recruitment for Stui

in Finch et al. (2023) did not seem to suffer from
such disinterest based on their success in obtaining
such a large number of willing participants. One
likely explanation for this is that the task of convers-
ing with dialogue models is much more compelling
to human participants compared to just evaluating
human-bot dialogues. Similarly, the specialization
criteria severely reduces the population from which
the evaluators can be drawn from for Devx. Due
to their smaller sizes, it was challenging to collect
full evaluations on the dialogue dataset even over
several months for both Stux and Devx.

Group Stui Stux Surx Devx

Evaluators 46 8 32 3
Likert 400 (0) 228 (37) 400 (108) 177 (25)
Payment † $0.50 $0.60 $0.50
Pairwise 200 (0) 193 (19) 192 (54) 72 (11)
Payment $1.67 $1.00 $1.43 $1.00

Table 2: Statistics on the number of evaluators,
number of evaluated dialogues (# of doubly an-
notated conversations in parentheses), and com-
pensation amount for each group. †: Due to the
interactive setup, Stui received compensation cov-
ering Likert and Pairwise work together and only
produced singly annotated dialogues.

4. Dialogue Score Agreement

One aspect of evaluation robustness is whether the
same dialogue is given the same score by different
evaluators. For this, between-group interannotator
agreement (IAA) acts as a measure of the impact
of changing evaluator group. Higher agreement
between groups signals that their dialogue-level
evaluation decisions are more similar.

Following Finch et al. (2023), we use Krippen-
dorff’s alpha (α) to measure IAA. The between-
group IAA is measured for each evaluation metric
by aligning the evaluation annotations between two
evaluator groups such that annotations made for
the same dialogue are paired. The within-group IAA
is calculated from the doubly annotated dialogues
per group. Table 3 shows the results.

Overall Low Agreement Across the metrics, the
between-group agreements are rather low, rarely
surpassing α = 0.5, showing that the dialogue-level
judgements are rarely matched between groups.
In addition, there is not an obvious difference be-
tween the agreements observed for Likert and Pair-
wise evaluations; thus neither evaluation procedure
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Con Emo Eng Gra Inf Pro Qua Rel

Devx / Stui 0.27 0.15 0.30 0.38 0.05 0.20 0.34 0.34
Devx / Stux 0.51 0.40 0.42 0.27 -0.30 0.23 0.51 0.45
Devx / Surx 0.24 0.33 0.19 0.20 0.16 0.12 0.33 0.14
Stui / Stux 0.30 0.12 0.19 0.08 -0.00 0.32 0.28 0.16
Stui / Surx 0.20 0.24 0.24 0.05 0.12 0.21 0.23 0.28
Stux / Surx 0.30 0.17 0.16 0.19 0.06 0.25 0.27 0.10
Devx 0.48 0.59 0.60 0.16 0.41 0.69 0.61 0.44
Stux 0.45 0.17 0.12 0.42 0.26 0.13 0.46 0.05
Surx 0.36 0.26 0.26 0.13 0.41 0.24 0.29 0.30
Devx / Stui 0.38 0.54 0.37 0.28 0.16 0.21 0.35 0.36
Devx / Stux 0.19 0.57 0.69 0.32 0.40 0.66 0.40 0.40
Devx / Surx 0.16 0.11 0.23 0.13 0.25 0.27 0.22 0.14
Stui / Stux 0.13 0.20 0.24 0.22 0.09 0.40 0.32 0.27
Stui / Surx 0.01 0.13 0.10 0.12 0.06 0.13 0.16 0.11
Stux / Surx 0.28 0.21 0.25 -0.04 0.26 0.25 0.38 0.17
Devx 0.82 0.64 1.00 0.90 0.32 0.64 1.00 0.64
Stux 0.27 0.01 0.07 0.38 0.07 0.48 -0.15 0.12
Surx 0.51 0.20 0.10 0.22 0.19 0.25 0.47 0.44

Table 3: α for Likert (top) and Pairwise (bottom).
Gray row color indicates within-group α’s. Bold
indicates highest between-group α.

seems to be more robust to changing the evaluator
group on the dialogue-level.

High Agreement Developers For both Likert and
Pairwise, the highest agreement between any two
groups is achieved when one of the groups is Devx.
The developer group seems to have the most in
common with the other groups in terms of the spe-
cific dialogue-level judgements.

5. Bot Performance Analysis

Although dialogue-level judgements are one out-
come of dialogue evaluations, the ultimate goal of
dialogue evaluation is to compare various bots to
one another. Indeed, it has been seen that low
dialogue-level agreement does not necessarily re-
sult in low agreement on relative bot performances
when assessing evaluation strategies (Lee et al.,
2020; Ji et al., 2022). As a result, looking at the
dialogue-level judgements alone is not enough to
understand the effect of changing evaluator groups
and it is crucial to directly assess the relative bot
performances between evaluator groups.

We first considered testing for differences in the
aggregate scores for each bot produced by different
evaluator groups. However, such results are not
useful towards the goal of comparing the relative
bot performances produced by different evaluator
groups as they consider the evaluation of a bot in
isolation. For example, suppose evaluator groups
A and B score bot X at 3.0 and 4.0 respectively,
and they score bot Y at 3.5 and 4.5 respectively.
Given equal variance in their scoring distributions
and sufficient sample size, testing with respect to
each bot in isolation would detect that the scores
produced by A and B are different when rating a
particular bot, even though their evaluation of the
2 bots’ relative performance was highly analogous.

Consequently, we need a more appropriate met-
ric that measures agreement among evaluator
groups on bot-pair comparisons. First, we look
to quantify bot-pair comparisons produced by an
evaluator group through their evaluations. This is
achieved by calculating the effect size, which quan-
tifies the magnitude of difference between two con-
ditions (in this context, between two bots). Follow-
ing this, for each bot-pair under consideration, the
effect size for each evaluation metric is computed
for every evaluator group. Second, a mechanism
for comparing these effect sizes across different
evaluator groups is required. This comparison is
facilitated by examining the numerical difference
in the effect sizes for identical bot-pairs and eval-
uation metrics between two evaluator groups. A
diminishing numerical difference denotes a closer
alignment in the evaluations conducted by the two
groups. Finally, an approach is needed to consoli-
date these comparisons into a singular score that
reflects the evaluation concordance among a pair
of evaluator groups for each evaluation metric. This
is accomplished by averaging the absolute values
of the effect size differences observed between the
evaluator groups across all bot-pairs. Thus, the
formal calculation of the degree of agreement in
evaluations between two evaluator groups is:

1

N

∑
(b,b′)∈B

|E(bg1, b
′
g1)− E(bg2, b

′
g2)|

where B is the set of bot-pairs, N is the size of
B, and E is the effect size function (Cohen’s d for
Likert ratings and Cohen’s h for Pairwise bot-vs-all
win proportions). b/b′g1/g2 refers to the evaluations
for one of the bots (b, b′) by one of the evaluator
groups (g1, g2). | · | denotes absolute value.

This calculation is done for each evaluation met-
ric under study. Figure 1 shows the effect size dif-
ferences observed between each evaluator group.

Developer Dissimilarity Devx often showcases
the greatest difference relative to other evaluator
groups, surpassing an effect-size difference of 0.4
for many metrics. This effect is more consistently
observed for the Pairwise evaluations, although it
is observed for several Likert metrics as well.

Even though Devx achieved some of the best
agreement with other groups on the dialogue-level
(Section 4), Devx frequently produced low similarity
on the bot-level effect-sizes compared with those
groups. Although this may seem contradictory, it
is possible for both high dialogue-level agreement
and low bot-level effect-size similarity to occur. One
possible explanation is that the ratings provided by
Devx in the cases of disagreement were more ex-
treme than those produced by the other groups,
resulting in larger observed effect-sizes for Devx
evaluations and, thus, larger effect-size differences
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(a) Likert

(b) Pairwise

Figure 1: Bot-pair effect size differences between groups (smaller is better). Error bars: 95% confidence
intervals using bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap confidence intervals with k = 10, 000 Monte
Carlo case resamples.

between Devx and other groups. In other words,
if Devx produced more extreme ratings on the dis-
agreed upon instances than the other groups, then
Devx would identify larger differences between the
bots overall. Indeed, this explanation is corrobo-
rated when we examine the bot-pair effect sizes
observed for each group (Table 4) which shows that
Devx consistently identifies higher bot-pair effect
sizes than any other group. Based on the consis-
tency of this effect, it is likely that an evaluator’s
level of expertise has more of an impact on bot
evaluation than other evaluator characteristics.

Likert Cross-group Robustness Overall, there
is a lower difference in effect sizes between groups
for the Likert evaluations compared to Pairwise eval-
uations. This result indicates that Likert evaluations
are more robust to group changes. Furthermore,
the observed effect-size differences for Likert met-
rics are often small, rarely surpassing 0.2, between
the evaluator groups (excluding Devx). As a result,
the evaluation outcomes observed between these
different evaluator groups are likely to manifest as
only minor changes in practice.

Objectivity Favors External Point-of-View The
smallest effect-size difference for Con is seen be-
tween Stux/Surx, for both Likert and Pairwise eval-
uations. This is also observed for Inf , although
the impact is more profound for Pairwise than for
Likert. It is likely that these metrics with their more
objective foci benefit from having external evalua-
tors who are divorced from the conversation itself,
thus reducing bias in their judgements from their
subjective experience or emotional reaction to the
conversation.

Devx Stui Stux Surx
Con 0.31 0.13 0.32 0.39
Emo 0.52 0.35 0.34 0.44
Eng 0.48 0.40 0.38 0.38
Gra 1.10 0.58 0.44 0.43
Inf 0.73 0.19 0.25 0.27
Pro 0.87 0.48 0.63 0.53
Qua 0.43 0.36 0.39 0.36
Rel 0.47 0.30 0.30 0.31
Con 0.63 0.28 0.25 0.35
Emo 0.65 0.29 0.22 0.19
Eng 0.72 0.44 0.15 0.32
Gra 0.73 0.50 0.43 0.14
Inf 0.77 0.33 0.35 0.43
Pro 0.63 0.58 0.49 0.40
Qua 0.69 0.36 0.21 0.14
Rel 0.56 0.35 0.20 0.17

Table 4: Raw effect sizes between bot-pairs as pro-
duced by each evaluator group (averaged across
bot-pairs). Bold: largest observed effect size.

6. Conclusion

The analyses presented in this work provide in-
sight into the effects that switching evaluator groups
can have on the results of dialogue model evalua-
tions. The results support a recommendation for
utilizing Likert ratings due to their higher stability
across evaluator groups. Furthermore, if the ulti-
mate goal is to understand how laypeople would
evaluate a particular bot, we would discourage the
use of chatbot developers for evaluation based on
the observed dissimilarities and encourage the use
of external evaluators for those metrics that are
more objective.
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7. Limitations

This study was limited to 4 chatbots and 4 evaluator
groups, 2 of which did not provide complete evalua-
tions for the 400 total dialogues (Section 3). In addi-
tion, the Devx evaluator group was only composed
of 3 annotators, which is quite small. We acknowl-
edge that in an ideal situation we would have been
able to recruit more developers and ensure that
each evaluator group annotated the same number
of dialogues. However, even with just the data we
collected, the discoveries made in this study are
useful for highlighting the need for further work in
this area and encouraging further consideration of
best practices for choosing evaluator groups for
future dialogue works, especially since this is the
first study of its kind to do this degree of analysis for
dialogue evaluation across multiple evaluation met-
rics and several evaluator groups. Further work on
additional group characteristics and dialogue mod-
els will aid in gaining a more complete picture of
the impact of different evaluator groups on dialogue
evaluation results.

It should also be mentioned that there is a small
amount of work on optimizing the within-group
agreement for evaluations of dialogue models. For
instance, Li et al. (2019) present a small-scale study
of the impact of different phrasings for dialogue
metrics, noticing that it is possible to increase IAA
through surface-level modifications of the evalua-
tion questions. The evaluation setup that we fol-
low from Finch et al. (2023) does not perform any
such optimization. Thus, it is possible that even
the cross-evaluator-group agreements could be im-
proved beyond that observed in this work through
comprehensive investigation of such optimization.

8. Ethics Statement

This work presents findings that are useful for im-
proving the quality of human evaluation of chat-
oriented dialogue models. In particular, we explore
the effect that changing evaluator group has on
dialogue evaluation results. Our analyses will allow
researchers to make more informed decisions and
interpretations of dialogue model evaluations.

This work relies on the evaluation of real human-
bot conversations; however, we do not collect new
dialogue data and instead leverage an anonymized,
publicly available dialogue dataset from the Finch
et al. (2023) study. Finch et al. (2023) screened
this data for any personally identifiable information
in their work, alleviating any concerns regarding
privacy of the original human participants.

When evaluating human-bot conversations,
there is also a small risk of conversations containing
triggering or offensive content to the evaluator from
either the utterances of the human participants or

of the dialogue model. Finch et al. (2023) explicitly
instructed the human participants to refrain from
such antisocial behavior and also reported dramat-
ically low rates of antisocial bot utterances (near
0% for all conversations). As a result, the utilized
dataset does not carry this risk.

The human evaluators used in this work were
USA-based and paid at a rate above the federal
USA minimum wage of $10/hour for Stux and Devx.
The per-task payment rate was based on the re-
sults of pilot studies which afforded time estimates
for the completion of the different evaluation tasks.
Participation by human evaluators was entirely vol-
untary. Evaluators were able to opt-out of the study
at any time. Evaluators were given a clear descrip-
tion of their responsibilities and the compensation
structure before being given any work. These mea-
sures ensure that the participation of our human
evaluators was fair, transparent, and benefited their
interests.
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